Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.
Thermo Fisher Scientific in (NYSE : TMO) The World
leader in serving science with revenues of $17 billion and
approximately 50,000 employees in 50 countries. We are
present in market through our premium brands like Thermo
scientific, Applied Bio Systems, Invitrogen, Fisher Scientific and
unity lab services, Applied BioSystems instruments and
reagents have been trusted in the lab for over 20 years by the
world’s top scientists. Under the Thermo scientific brand of
Thermo Fisher Scientific. Inc, we help scientists meet the
challenges they face in the lab or in the field every day. F r o m
routine analysis to new discoveries, our innovations help
professionals do the science they need to do the way they want
to do it. Our high and analytical instruments, laboratory
equipment, software, services, consumables and reagents help
our customers solve complex analytical challenges, improve
patient diagnostics and increase laboratory productivity.
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HOST INSTITUTION
The St. Joseph’s College upholds and radiates
Goodness and Truth in its endeavour to impart quality
higher education. This educational establishment has
been instrumental in churning out thousands of truly
educated men; not only physically fit, but intellectually
well equipped, thoroughly schooled and disciplined. Thus
this College stands for what is best in education,
crystallized in its glorious motto ‘Pro Bono EtVero’ - truly
upholding the glory and honour it richly deserves,
testified by time and history. St.Joseph’s College is an
affiliated First Grade College of the Bharathidasan
University. It was established in 1844 by the Fathers of
Society of Jesus (The Jesuits). It was affiliated to the then
Madras University in 1869. The College celebrated its
centenary in 1944, sesquicentenary in 1995 and acquired
the Five Star Status, awarded by NAAC in 2000. It was
recognized by UGC as a College with Potential for
Excellence (CPE) in 2004 and was reaccredited by
NAAC with A+ Grade in 2006.The College was already
FIST sponsored by DST and awarded Star College Status
by DBT. More recently, UGC has recognized and awarded
Special Heritage Status, which is yet another jewel in the
crown of St. Joseph’s College.

About the Workshop
The revelation of the genome has allowed scientists to
identify novel genes, genetic variations, functional
elements, and expression patterns across tissues in an
organism.The first generation Sanger sequencing method
is extensively used to sequence several genomes
including that of humans. Recent developments in
genomic technology, such as Next-Generation
Sequencing (NGS), have replaced expensive and labor
intensive Sanger method. NGS involves high-throughput
sequencing technologies that parallelize the sequencing
process, therefore generating thousands to millions of
DNA sequences in a single reaction.

The cost of DNA sequencing has reduced over 1000 fold
since its introduction, which has made NGS technology
readily available to individual researchers. In addition to
genome sequencing, NGS has many genome-wide
applications ranging from protein-DNA interaction
studies (ChIP-seq) to transcriptome analysis (RNA-seq).
Massively-parallel generation of DNA “reads” makes it
possible to sequence entire genomes the size of the
human genome, within days.The widespread availability of
this technology is stimulating the development of a large
array of innovative approaches to genome-wide
investigations, but comes at the cost of sparse or
incomplete training opportunities for these advancing
technologies. These new technologies have fostered the
development of a plethora of new applications and
enabled new experiments, study designs, and fields of
research. Therefore the numbers of NGS users are
constantly growing and there is an increasing demand for
basic training which we want to address with this course.
Training Module
Real Time PCR
Today gene expression analysis is at the core of molecular
biology and genetic engineering, the old expression
analysis technique has been replaced by real time PCR
which is much more accurate and quantitative in nature.
Therefore RT-PCR has become a very powerful tool for
experimental biologists to monitor the efficiency of gene
silencing by RNA interference, measurement of DNA
copy number and transgene copy number, determination
of viral titers, and single nucleotide polymorphism
genotyping.
Next Generation Sequencing
Ion Torrent PGM?
?
Ion Torrent™ Technology directly translates chemically
encoded information (A, C, G, T) into digital information
(0, 1) on a semiconductor chip. This approach marries
simple chemistry to proprietary semiconductor
technology-its Watson meets Moore. The result is a
sequencing technology that is simpler, faster, more cost
effective and scalable than any other technology available.
The semiconductor has transformed every industry it's
touched. Just as the microprocessor enabled desktop
computing to displace the mainframe, semiconductor
technology will inevitably democratize sequencing,
putting it within the reach of any lab or clinic.
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